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1. Introduction
1.1 Laser physics
Laser systems used in therapeutic medical field are specialized in terms of energy
production and optical delivery mechanisms. It is favorable that medical lasers should
have compact design especially important for a surgeon who is working in operation
room where bulky medical devices occupy wide spaces. With the developing technology,
especially in diode electronics, lasers of dimensions as small as i.e. 20x20x20 cm3 can be
produced. Laser physics can be overviewed elsewhere written in any physics or
biomedical books. Here we will only mention about important mechanisms and general
knowledge.
1.2 Laser light
Since the word LASER is an acronym standing for Light Amplification by the Stimulated
Emission of Radiation, the term optical amplifier can be considered as a concise laser device.
In the atomic structure, electrons being in the quantized energy levels can only move with
respect to the Quantum Physics rules. As seen on Figure 1, motions of the electrons, in other
words electronic transitions cause the three main phenomena producing laser light. These
are spontaneous absorption, spontaneous emission, and stimulated emission that determine
the main features of the laser light.

Fig. 1. Quantized energy levels, absorption and emission phenomena.
Spontaneous absorption, or simply absorption is the increase in an electron’s energy level by
capturing a photon’s energy. The captured energy here is the key process meaning the exact
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difference between the energy levels as the word “exact” means quantized here. After the
absorption, the atom changes its state from stable ground energy level E0 to unstable excited
energy level E1, Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of absorption.
Becoming unstable, the atom needs to be stable again so it emits a photon to become
stable again. This is called emission. During emission, the captured photon is released and
luminescence takes place. If the emission occurs spontaneously, the process is named
spontaneous emission, Figure 3; but we are not interested in this kind of emission in this
text.

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of spontaneous emission.
The last key process, stimulated emission occurs when another photon containing exactly the
same energy between E0 and E1 hits, or “stimulates” the electron being at the excited energy
level E1, Figure 4. After this step, there are two photons identically the same with each other.
Their directions, wavelengths, and phases are the same. These two photons which form the
unique laser light are called coherent.

Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of stimulated emission.
In order to keep laser light under control, its production requires some specifications which
are main parts of a laser devise: resonator, medium, and pump.
The resonator, or cavity, can be almost considered as a closed box. There are two mirrors
generally located face to face. One of them, M1, is 100% reflective, and the other one, M2, is
98-99% reflective. M2 has a hole to allow the photons reflected from M1 to escape and the
output is named as laser light.
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The medium is the substance to be used for generating photons from its electrons indeed. It is
situated in the resonator and determines the wavelength. Since the laser medium can be
solid, liquid, or gas, the wavelength range can be easily selected from UV to IR.
The pump is the energy source which starts the population inversion and it can be in
several ways such as electrical, optical, thermal, or chemical. The process population
inversion is the most important step of laser light production and can be basically
summarized as to make the number of atoms in the excited state more than the number of
atoms in the ground state.
In short, when the pump, resonator and medium come together, the pump starts population
inversion and photons released by spontaneous emission cause much more photons
released by stimulated emission. Thus photons proliferate and start to move back and forth
between the mirrors M1 and M2 until reaching certain intensity then pure laser light quits
the resonator that becomes the laser device.
1.3 Interaction mechanisms
Interaction of radiation with matter is summarized above, but, when the matter is tissue
specifically, the interaction mechanisms become important. There are mainly five different
laser-tissue interaction mechanisms observed on tissues. These are photochemical,
photothermal, photoablation, plasma-induced ablation, and photodisruption, see Figure 5. Main
concern of these mechanisms is the deposition of delivered laser energy which is
determined by laser parameters such as wavelength, spot size, exposure time, pulse duration,
repetition rate, etc.; optical tissue properties such as anisotropy factor, absorption and
scattering coefficients; and, thermal tissue properties such as heat capacity, heat conduction,
tissue density, etc. As a result of these parameters, there is one more important parameter
called thermal relaxation time.
As seen on Figure 5, if the exposure time lasts long, power density decreases; if the power
density increases, exposure time decreases, but both are almost always kept in between 1
J/cm2 and 1000 J/cm2.

Fig. 5. Laser-tissue interaction types. (Modified from Niemz.) [1]
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Photochemical interactions occur at very low power densities with relatively long exposure
time, from seconds to days. One of the best known applications is a kind of tumor treatment,
Photo-Dynamic Therapy (PDT), which uses a catalytic photosensitizer to destroy the tumor.
Photothermal interactions are very common medical applications and occur at relatively low
power densities. Depending on the exposure time, four major effects are observed on the
tissue; hyperthermia, coagulation, carbonization, and vaporization which determine the type of
treatment whether it is diagnostic or therapeutic. Energy of the photons is absorbed by the
tissue and transformed into heat, and, depending on heat propagation and deposition in
tissues, the photothermal effects originate. For example at room temperature (25°C), a tissue
normally can heat up to 37°C without any damage and after this point keeps heating with a
mild change in color. This change is named as hyperthermia and the tissue can still heal. After
50°C, enzyme activity decreases, cells cannot move and the irreversible damage coagulation
(a kind of sclerosis) occurs at 60°C. Actually, the temperature window 60 – 65°C are very
sensitive for the collagen structures covering tissues, because this is the basic principle of
tissue welding. If the coagulated tissue continues to heat, the water molecules being in the
tissue constituents start to vaporize (vaporization) and pressure starts to appear at the inner
structures at 100°C. Consequently, tissues start to leave the application area, thus, thermal
ablation happens with the thermal-mechanical effects. Since the expansion of the pressure
causes tissues to tear and burst, this type of ablation is completely different from the
photoablation. As a result of this, damages at the vicinity and the ablation crater on the
application surface form. Beyond 200°C, carbonization starts and is used to burn some kinds
of tumors on the surface. When the temperature reaches 300°C, melting is observed. All these
effects can be seen on Figure 6 [2].

Fig. 6. Photothermal effects observed inside biological tissue (Modified from Niemz) [1].
Photoablation needs high energy photons from UV region of the electromagnetic spectrum,
so it occurs at relatively high power densities with short exposure times. Since the main
principle here is directly breaking the molecular bonds, edges of the ablation volume are
very smooth, clean, and regular. This process is mostly used for corneal shaping to achieve
vision correction in Ophthalmology.
Plasma-induced ablation is the ablation by ionizing plasma formation. Seen on the Figure x,
when the power density reaches 1012 -1016 W/cm2, an electric field larger than the average
Coulombic attraction force between the electrons and the nuclei occurs and creates a very
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large free electron density, the plasma, causing dielectric breakdown of the tissue. This is
called optical breakdown and the plasma absorbs very well from the UV to IR and creating
very clean ablation allows many treatments especially used in Dentistry.
Photodisruption is achieved by plasma formation again and observed on the soft tissues or
fluids. Since the formation of plasma needs higher energies, shock waves appear in the
tissue and ‘disrupt’ the tissue structure with a mechanical effect. Because of both the
plasma-induced ablation and photodisruption shares a big common area on the graphic,
Figure x, it is difficult to distinguish them from each other [1-3].

2. Skin welding applications
Improved wound healing strategies tried to be investigated by biomedical research groups.
Sealing a cut with beam of light to its immaculate state like in science fiction movies seems
far to be accomplished that is like earlier men's desire to fly. Will humanity eventually be
able to come closer the supernatural healing? The efficacy of wound closure strategies will
need to be tested step by step in scientific manner.
Closure or anastomosis of tissue by laser welding and soldering occur due to two
phenomena: First one is physical that is thermal and optical interactions of laser with tissue
and the second one is biological that is modifications of connective tissue proteins during
heating process and reassembly. Since the first application in 1964 on small blood vessels
with Nd:YAG laser by Yahr and Strully [4], different laser systems have been tried at
different tissue types, have transferred from laboratory testing to approved clinical practice
[5]. The first attempt came from Schober et al [6] about finding molecular level changes of
laser irradiated tissue but process that is change in collagen fiber bundles with
interdigitation of altered individual tropocollagen units, denaturation and cross-linking of
tissue proteins seems to be structural mechanism of the welding effect, could not be
understood thoroughly [7-14].
Natural tissue repair is considered as three phases and followed by histological staining
techniques: (I) cellular migration and inflammation for the very first days; (II) fibroblasts
proliferation for 2 to 4 weeks, with new collagen synthesis; and (III) remodeling from 1
month to 1 year. This process includes collagen cross-linking and active collagen turnover
[15], in general. Healing phase further divided into phases of coagulation, inflammation,
matrix synthesis and deposition, angiogenesis, fibroplasia, epithelialization, contraction, and
remodeling, [16-18] in detail. Fibroblast cells, as being the principal source of collagen and
wound connective tissue, begin to synthesize and secrete measurable amounts of
extracellular collagen on the second or third day after wounding. Polymerization of collagen
fibers occurs in extracellular wound environment where monomers of collagen are secreted.
Tensile strength of collagen fibers increases as increase in covalent cross-linking among
fibers. At 1 week following wounding, immature collagen fibers become histologically
apparent in the wound [16, 19-21].
Requirement of mechanical assembly in any skin cuts or surgical incisions was carried out
by using conventional mechanical closure techniques for tissue bonding (sutures, staples,
and adhesives) are highly reliable procedures that have proven themselves over the years to
be good clinical practice [22-28]. These methods are favored due to reliability, cost-
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effectiveness and suitability of any type of tissue. The primary function of the suture is to
maintain tissue approximation during healing. Sutures placed in the dermal layer provide
tensile strength, and control tension for the outer layer [22, 29, 30]. In the selection of a
suture, a patient health status, age, weight, and the presence or absence of infection are as
important as the biomechanical properties of the suture, individual wound characteristics,
anatomic location, and a surgeon's personal preference and experience in handling a suture
material. Fundamental intention to any surgeon is choosing a method of closure that affords
a technically easy and efficient procedure, secure closure, minimal pain and scaring.
However, these conventional fasteners cause tissue injury due to their mechanical
penetration. Foreign body reaction is given rise because of nature of materials used [31, 32].
Tissue injury and foreign-body reaction can induce inflammation, granuloma formation,
scarring, and stenosis [33]. Sutures may not be suitable for microsurgical or minimally
invasive endoscopic applications [34]. Precision of alignment is so hard for staples and clips
due to relatively large force requirements for positioning. Most importantly, none of these
fasteners produces a watertight seal over the repair [35]. Besides the mechanical closure
methods, FDA approved biological and non-biological topical skin adhesive chemicals such
as fibrin glue and cyanoacrylate based compounds have been used in skin edges of wounds
from surgical incisions, and simple, trauma-induced lacerations [27, 36-38]. Adhesives may
be used together with dermal stitches although it cannot be used in place of that technique.
Chemical bonding of tissue has contraindications over hypersensitive patients to
cyanoacrylate or formaldehyde, wound with evidence of infection, mucosal surfaces [39, 40].
They are toxic to the tissues, not absorbed in the normal wound healing process, and cause
foreign-body granulomas and allergic reactions.
Increased instant wound strength,fluid-tight closure, low level risk of infection are the
advantages of laser tissue closure over conventional methods [35, 41-44]. On the other hand,
thermal damage to tissue was the biggest handicap of this technique. This is an unwanted
event opposed to the objective of laser tissue repair methods that is to obtain coagulation of
a desired volume of tissue with minimal effects in the surrounding tissue. Endpoint decision
for the tissue apposition and poor reproducibility are the other negative sides of application
[45]. Optimization of laser tissue closure is quite hard due to high number of tissue optical
and thermal parameters as well as laser parameters. Tissue optical and thermal parameters
cannot be changed but by addition of any external agent laser light can be localized in a
specific tissue region. On the other hand, laser parameters such as wavelength, fluence or
irradiance, pulse duration, repetition rate, irradiation time and spot size can be adjusted to
get successful tissue closure [5, 45, 48]. In the following sections optimization studies of any
of these parameters will be introduced.
2.1 Tissue closure and anastomosis by medical lasers
Two types of tissue welding can be defined: Laser Welding and Laser Soldering. In order to
hold together, target tissue is irradiated with laser application in laser welding method. In
the second type of application, use of soldering materials and wavelength specific
absorptive dyes can enhance tissue sealing with the selective heating of target tissue.
Photothermal interaction occurs in a way that, laser (photon) energy, applied directly to the
tissue surface is converted to the heat energy by molecular vibration of tissue chromophores
such as water, melanin, hemoglobin by absorption (Figure-7). The rate of heat generation
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depends on the rate of absorption of photons within the tissue [47]. Scattered light that is
absorbed may cause heating outside the laser beam. Increase in temperature to a certain
degrees causes structural changes (interdigitation) in tissue proteins such as collagen
and fibrinogen, in a way that they can bond each other in their open sites at the cooling
phase. can cause irreversible damage of the proteins of the tissue (Table-1). Thermal
response of laser irradiated tissue have been examined in detail and modeled by Welch et al
[47-51].

Fig. 7. Heating of tissue by infrared mediated molecular vibration.

Table 1. Laser Tissue Interactions: Photothermal Effects [44]
Wide range of medical lasers has been used for laser tissue welding. Lasers mainly operate in
infrared region such as carbon dioxide (CO2), THC:YAG, Ho:YAG, Tm:YAG, and Nd:YAG,
and gallium aluminum arsenide diode (GaAlAs) lasers are suitable for tissue welding [52-55].
The CO2 laser has been preffered repairing of thin tissues because of relatively short
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penetration depth (shorter than 20 m) in tissue (Table-2). On the other hand, in thick tissues,
high irradiances or long exposure times are necessary for sealing of target tissue [47]. Those
types of applications cause undesired consequences such as carbonization of tissue and the
conduction of heat from the initial absorption zone to surrounding tissue [45].

Table 2. Penetration Depths of Some Medical Lasers in Water and in Tissue
Temperature controlled laser systems have been developed to get rid of over-heating
consequently thermal injury to the surrounding tissue. Researchers applied radiometric
methods to determine the temperature of the surface of the heated cut and used computer
assisted temperature feedback control to maintain tissue surface temperature at some
desired level. The Applied Physics group at the Tel Aviv University developed a laser
fiberoptic system for monitoring and controlling the temperature [59, 60] for CO2 laser
welding and/or soldering. Polycrystalline silver halides (AgClxBr1-x), which are highly
transparent in the mid-infrared spectral region (3 to 30 μm) used in optical fibers transmits
emitting infrared radiation from surface of laser application spot to radiometric detector
which is connected to the personal computer. The personal computer controls the power
emitted by the laser, and thus temperature. The system has been tried in various kinds of
tissues. Skin tissue closure in rabbits, wound healing pattern was observed on 3rd, 7th, 14th
and 28th post operative days of healing period by Simhon et al. [61]. Laser application along
incision was done spot by spot. The mean laser power density at the heated spots was 7
W/cm2. The spot size was 3 mm in diameter on tissue surface. Histology examinations
showed thermal injury, as basophilic coloring, necrosis or carbonization residues, the
presence of surface albumin residues, and degree of re-epithelialization. Laser skin closure
with thermal control was found to be more successful to other wound-closure modes.
Thermal damage was minimized by the use of a temperature controlled fiber optic lasersoldering system. Tensile test performed as a complimentary for this study [62] revealed
immediate tensile strength values that were similar to those obtained with cyanoacrylate
glues. Moreover, laser-soldered incisions exhibited stronger long-term tensile strength and
presented better wound healing behaviour, akin sutured incisions.
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In vivo study was also performed in porcine model by Simhon etal. [63] aiming toward
clinical trials by evaluating the efficacy, reproducibility, and safety of the temperature
controlled laser system procedure in pigs. 500 mW CO2 laser power was applied to the skin
tissue. Therefore, the optimal soldering temperature was found to be within the range of
65°C to 70°C. At this range, successive tensile strength and tight sealing of the wound was
accomplished.
The system has been tried also in soft tissue welding in different animals.
It was found that laser welded tissue has been much less scar tissue compared to control
group (standard suture) at the end of 30-day inspection period [64]. Rat intestine argon laser
(operates at multiple visible wavelengths from 488 nm to 515 nm, irradiance was 28 W/cm2)
tissue fusion was carried out by Çilesiz et al. [65] found that laser-assisted intestinal
anastomoses provided an immediate fluid-tight closure compared to the suture control
anastomoses. Less thermal hazard were inspected when laser irradiation was controlled by
thermal feedback. At 3 weeks, all anastomoses were mechanically as strong as intact
intestine, although bursting/leaking pressure tests of laser-assisted anastomoses without
thermal feedback control (TFC) tended to be lower than all sutured anastomoses (control)
group and laser tissue welding with TFC group. Experimental findings indicated that;
although welds were initially weak, they were sufficiently stabilized to resist spontaneous
rupture in surviving animals. In similar study performed by Çilesiz et al., Ho:YAG (2.09 m,
irradiance was 16 W/cm2) laser was used to anastomose rat intestine with and without TFC
at 90°C [66].
Simple and easy-to-apply methods are demanded in minimally invasive surgery. In a study
performed by Spector et al. [67] small bowel harvested from 6-month-old pigs was
successfully anastomosed by using albumin stent heated up by 828 nm GaAs semiconductor
laser diode which emission was delivered to the tissue by 600 m silica fiber. Experimental
setup was established such that the laser delivery fiber and the radiometer fiber was
positioned 8 mm from the tissue, producing a 3.4 mm diameter spot with a maximal power
density of 30 W/cm2. Albumin stent laser anastomosis of bowel sustained statistically
significant higher bursting pressures than those done by sutures. The addition of solder
materials (blood, fibrinogen, and albumin) and wavelength specific chromophore help to
strengthen the wound, to maintain edge alignment and to focus energy to the target region.
Furthermore, due to the increased absorption characteristics of the dyed tissue or solder,
low-level laser powers may be used to achieve the required effect, increasing the safety of
the technique. The combination of serum albumin and ICG dye with an 800-nm diode laser
has been tried in numerous of applications in order to nd optimal solder composition [6773].
One of the most comprehensive studies was performed by McNally et al [74] to investigate
the relative importance of these parameters to laser tissue soldering. Twenty five different
combinations of laser irradiance and exposure time were used. The effect of changing
bovine serum albumin concentration and indocyanine green dye concentration of the
protein solder on the tensile strength of the resulting bonds was investigated on ex vivo aorta
specimens irradiated with 808 nm diode laser delivered 400 m-core silica fiber. Spot size at
the protein solder surface was 1 mm. Mechanical test and electron microscopy analysis were
performed in order to investigate bond stability in hydtarion point of view. It was observed
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that the failure mechanisms were of two kinds. The liquid protein solder broke into two
halves, but each remained attached to the tissue. On the other hand, the solid protein solder,
remained intact but detached from the tissue. The overall tensile strength of repairs formed
using the solid protein solder were significantly higher than the strength of the liquid
protein solder repairs was noted. Although achievements have come to a considerable point,
technical problems should be overcome. Three disadvantages of the solid protein solder
have been indicated [75]. First, a non-uniform solder coagulant generally results in because
of temperature gradient over depth of the solder. Second, the protein solder is soluble.
Third, the solid protein solder is not flexible enough to fit different tissue geometries.
Specially designed artificial solder- doped PGA membranes were tried for laser tissue
soldering by McNally et al. and Hodges et al. [69, 75]. The albumin protein solder and the
polymer materials are biodegradable. This brings about the minimal foreign body reaction
and infection. PLGA based synthetic materials were prepared. Average irradiances of 5.7,
11.3, and 17.0 W/cm2 delivered to the solder surface [75]. Results showed that the solderdoped polymer membranes improved repair strength as well as exibility during
application over previous published results with albumin protein solders. Moreover tissue
apposition can be established by rehydration of the solder-doped polymer membranes upon
application.
Lauto et al. examined in vitro and in vivo tissue repair with chitosan adhesive [76]. Chitosan
gels have been shown to induce no thermal damage to tissue and to produce better sealing
[77]. Chitosan adhesives provide manipulation of tissue without breaking or tearing. The
adhesive can be hold when manipulated with forceps and appeared to be well suited for
tissue repair A review paper about different tissue reconstruction strategies employing
adhesive biomaterials currently used in surgical and experimental procedures was written
by Lauto PhD. concluded that each of these adhesives has an optimal clinical application
depending on its physical-chemical characteristics (adhesiveness, fluid or solid consistency,
chemical or light activation for example). It is thus very likely that different bioglues will be
adopted by surgeons for their specific operative procedures, instead of a single product [78].

3. Materials and methods
3.1 Surgical applications
All experiments were performed under authorization of Institutional Animal Research and
Care Ethic Committee at Boğaziçi University (BUHAYDEK, Date:1/12/2005, No:2005-6).
Male Wistar Rats, randomly selected, 7-9 months old, weighing 290-320 g, from
Psychobiology Laboratory of Boğaziçi University were used in all experiments mentioned in
this study. Rats were housed in plastic cages and maintained on a 12-h-light/12-h-dark cycle
in a temperature-controlled vivarium (22±2°C). Food and water were available ad libitum.
Surgery
Wistar rats were anesthetized with ketamine (10% ketamidor, RichterPharma, AG, Wels,
Austria) by intraperitoneal injection (1.65 ml/kg). Hair at the site of application was shaved.
Antiseptic Poviiodex Scrub (Kim-Pa İlaç Lab. Inc. Hadımköy) was applied topically to prevent
infection and desiccation of the wounds. Three pairs of 1-cm-long full-thickness incisions (over
muscular layer), bilateral and parallel to the spinal cord, were done. Incisions were
implemented with sterile No.11 surgical blade (Tontarra Medizintechnik GMBH, Germany). In
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case of bleeding, incision site was compressed and any blood remnant was cleaned from top of
skin in order to prevent probable light absorption by blood remnant on the surface of skin
rather than skin tissue itself. Incision was closed with near infrared lasers (either 809 nm, 980
nm or 1070 nm) or suturing that was used as control group if included in any of experiment.
Post Surgery
After closure, Thiocilline (Abdi İbrahim İlaç Inc., İstanbul, Turkey) was applied on each
incision to inhibit any kind of microbial reactions on incisions. The length and the thickness
of the incisions were checked via digital caliper (Mitutoyo, UK). No food or water was given
24-h post-surgery. Investigation of healing was performed through 4-day period for
predosimetry studies and 21-day for comparative studies. 1st, 4th, 7th, 14th and 21st days
were selected as control days during healing period. On these particular days, skin samples,
closed either by NIR lasers or suture were collected for histology or tensile testing. During
healing period, each rat was kept in separate cage until histology examination or tensile test
on particular post operative days. At the end of the any experiment mentioned rats were
anesthetized first and then killed (cervical dislocation).
3.2 Closure methods: Laser systems and suturing
809-nm diode laser system
The 809-nm Diode Laser System have been designed and improved in Boğaziçi University,
Institute of Biomedical Engineering, Biophotonics Laboratory [79]. The system is a computer
controlled high power 809-nm laser (10 W output power at 35 A applied current). User
interface was developed in C programming language communicates with the controller unit
of the diode laser system to set the operating parameters of the diode laser module [80].
Laser output ber was coupled with 400 nm fiber via FC (Fixed Connection) connector to
transfer laser energy to the target tissue part.
980-nm diode laser system
The 980-nm diode (OPC-D010-980-FCPS, Opto Power, Tuscon, AZ, USA) class IV laser was
controlled by a microcontroller-based controller instrument, which was designed and
manufactured by our group at Biophotonics Laboratory at Institute of Biomedical
Engineering, Boğaziçi University [81]. The laser unit can also be controlled using OPC
remote control module provided with the system. Either control device attaches to the laser
system via the 25-pin D-sub connector on the front panel. In general description, high power
diode laser system has 10W maximum optical output. The system provides output through
a 1 meter fiber-optic cable. Laser was delivered to the target tissue with a 400m optical
fiber (Spindler-Hoyer, Gottingen, Germany) via subMiniature version A (SMA) connection.
The parameters (power, exposure time, number of cycles, and on-off duration of pulses) of
the laser were controlled with interface developed in LabView software (V 6.1).
1070-nm Ytterbium fiber laser
Device produced by IPG Laser GmbH and produces 20 Watts of optical power at a
wavelength of 1070 nm (YLM-20-SC Series, Germany). In order to set number of pulses,
power and exposure time, an external microcontroller based controller (Teknofil Inc.,
Istanbul, Turkey) was designed and used in experiments
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Laser delivery
Laser closure was performed that six spots were applied by a handpiece made up of
plexiglass material at a distance of 2 mm above 1-cm long incision (Figure 8). Each spot had
a 2 mm diameter and they slightly overlapped onto each other. Five seconds cooling time
interval was given between spots. Spot size (0.0314 cm2) was checked with a detection card
(VRC4, Thorlabs, NJ, USA) and power of the laser was checked with a powermeter
(Newport 1918-C, CA, USA) before each application.

Fig. 8. 6 laser spots along 1cm incision. 2 mm spot size was obtained from optic fiber that
was placed 2 mm above skin surface.
Suturing
A single, interrupted suture USP-3/0 metric silk (Doğsan Tıbbi Malzeme San. A.Ş. TrabzonTurkey) was placed in the middle of the 1 cm long incisions. Distance between needle
entrances to the tissue was about 10 mm.
3.3 Histology examinations
Incision sites were removed one by one, in rectangular shape (1x2cm) from rat's dorsal skin
and stored in tissue fixative (10%PBS formaldehyde) until tissue processing that was
automatically performed by tissue processing machine (LeicaTP-1020, Germany). Paraffin
embedding and tissue sectioning were performed. Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining
was used for histological examinations. This stain gives idea about general tissue structure.
Hematoxylin, a basic dye, stains nuclei blue due to an affinity to nucleic acids in the cell
nucleus; eosin, an acidic dye, stains the cytoplasm, reticular and elastic fibers pink.
3.4 Image analysis
Histology samples were examined under light microscope (Eclipse 80i,Nikon Co., Japan)
and high resolution (2560x1920 pixel) images were taken with 5 megapixel CCD camera
(DS-Fi1, Nikon Co., Japan) either one of the techniques: brightfield light, polarized light and
phase contrast condenser, to determine thermal effect of near infrared lasers to the tissue as
well as tissue closure abilities. Imaging software (NIS Elements-D, NikonCo., Japan) was
used to quantify parameters which give idea on how successfully an incision closed.
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Mentioned parameters are: Closure Index (CI) (Figure 9), Thermally Altered Area (TAA)
(Figure 10), Granulation Area (GA) and Epidermal Thickness (ET).

Fig. 9. Computation of Closure Index. C: Closed, NC: Non-closed, E: Epidermis, ScT:
Subcutaneous tissue, TI: Total Incision. X4, H&E, Brightfield.

Fig. 10. Assessment of thermally altered areas (TAA). Image examined with bright field,
polarized light and phase contrast microscopy is same. The bright-field microscopy reveals
overall structure soft tissue sample. Incision line was indicated by arrow. The polarized
microscopy reveals the collagen molecules (C) that were not affected by heat. Denatured
collagen molecules loose their birefringent characteristic. The phase contrast technique
reveals the hyperthermal (HT) area. H&E, X10, ScaleBar is 100 m.
3.5 Tensile test
Dumbbell-shaped stripes, including incision site, was removed. In order to minimize
drying, tensile strength tests were performed in between 10 minutes after removal. Samples
were placed between single column universal testing machine (LF Plus, Lloyd Instruments,
UK) jigs' such a way that grips (TG34, Lloyd Instruments, UK) were as close as possible (2-4
mm). Jigs surfaces were notched like lock-and-key to prevent skin sample slipped through
jigs. Each sample was tested at 5 mm/min crosshead velocity. Force (N) and time (s) at
break point (this was determined as first opening anywhere along 1 cm long incision) were
recorded by software Nexygen Plus.
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4. Results and discussion
Laser tissue soldering (LTS) using a diode laser and an indocyanine green (ICG)/albumin
solder has been shown to be an effective technique by providing watertight sealant with
minimal damage to underlying tissue [82, 83]. Cooper et al. [83] tried power densities of 3.2, 8,
15.9, 23.9, 31.8, 47.7, and 63.7 W/cm2 at constant ICG concentration (2.5 mg/ml). 15.9W/ cm2
power density was found providing the most controlled heating curve. At a power density of
15.9W/cm2 or below, increasing ICG concentrations did appear to result in small, but
significant, increases in immediate tensile strength as well. 15.92 W/cm2 power density showed
the optimal result in our study in a different aspect: thermal quantitative measurements. Results
favoured the 15.92 W/cm2 power density in laser skin tissue soldering by giving less thermal
damage and higher closure rate. On the contrary, the results of the optimal parameter
investigation performed by McNally et al. Suggest that the strongest repairs are produced with
lower irradiances of around 6.4W/cm2 after approximately 50 seconds exposure time by using a
solid protein solder composed of 60% BSA and 0.25 mg/ml ICG on ex vivo aorta specimens [74].
Another in vivo study performed by Capon et al. [43] on mutant OFA Sprague-Dawley rats skin
incisions closed over transparent adhesive dressing (Tegaderm, 3M Health Care, Borken,
Germany) with the following parameters: 815 nm diode laser, 1.5 W; 3 seconds; spotdiameter: 2
mm; fluence: 145 J/cm2. The parameters used in this study lead to a slow temperature increase
upto a plateau below the critical coagulation temperature (53°C-60°C),avoiding thermal damage
[49]. The optimal irradiance (47 W/cm2) used in this study seems to be very similar to the value
reported by Abergel et al. [84] (50 W/cm2). Three times higher laser irradiance was applied for
effective skin closure compared to current study without any thermal damage. High irradiation
was avoided by use of ICG and use of albumin supplied good apposition for tissue closure.
4.1 Closure index
Laser welding techniques aims immediate healthy tissue closure. So, histological
examination in the very early steps of recovery period revealed succes of this technique.
(Figure 11).

Fig. 11. Closure index values of 809 nm, 980 nm, and 1070 nm laser irradiated and sutured
incisions. CI is the ratio of closed segment to total incision (from skin surface to subcutaneous
layer). On day 1: immediate closing of laser groups, sutured incisions remained open [85].
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4.2 Thermally altered areas
Thermal effects such as hyperthermia and coagulation around laser irradiated area was
monitored and quantified (Figure 12).
4.3 Granulation tissue area and epidermal thickness
Granulation tissue had started to form on the 4th postoperative day only in the 809 nm and
1070 nm irradiated samples. Granulation tissue measurement on day 21 showed no
statistical difference between experimental groups.
Epidermal thickness (ET) normally starts at a higher value and gradually decreases to a
certain level, depending on the degree of the trauma. On day 21, the epidermal thicknesses
of all groups' incisions showed no statistical difference and were around the 35-40 μm level
(p<0.05). The most impressive results for epidermal thickness were obtained from the 1070
nm laser irradiated samples: there was almost no thickening ((35 μm following the operation
and during the 21-day recovery period.

Fig. 12. The thermal hazard of 1070 nm laser welding was minimum on day 1 and on day 4
(p<0.05). Soldering (ICG+BSA) with the 809 nm diode laser was the most thermally
hazardous of all the lasers on day 4 (p<0.05). No tissue carbonization was observed in any of
the applications [85].
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4.4 Tensile tests
Overall tensile strengths are shown in Figure 13. Measurement was not applicable for
sutured incisions on day 1 (the incisions had not closed).

Fig. 13. Mechanical (tensile) test results. On day 1, the tensile strengths of the 809 nm closed
incisions were weaker than those of the welded incisions (**) (p<0.05). On day 21, tensile
strengths of the laser-welded incisions (980 nm and 1070 nm) were greater than in the
control group (*) (p<0.05) [85].

5. Conclusion
This study is a comprehensive comparative research which has accomplished the following
tasks:
1.

Comparison of laser welding and suturing methods on a surgical skin incision

Two closure methodologies served a physical approximation for edges of incision. Laser
energy went one step further and managed to seal the gap leakproof. No redness which is a
sign of pus formation was observed macroscopically in any of the incision closed with either
lasers. Tensile strength gained at the end of the rst week of healing period for suture closed
incisions had been already achieved in 24 hours post surgery by laser welding. At the end of
21-Days follow up of recovery period, tensile strengths of laser-welded incisions were greater
than in the control group. This shows that laser welding is advantageous over suturing.
2.

Comparison of effects of different wavelengths on skin tissue welding

Three near infrared wavelengths (809, 980 and 1070 nm) were compared and found to have
different welding abilities. Each of these wavelengths should be chosen for specific welding
purpose. For instance, any incision on face can be closed by 1070 nm laser for aesthetic
appearance whereas strong closure in skin tissue over joints can be obtained by 980 nm laser
application.
3.

Establishment of experimental protocols and measurement techniques

Full-thickness incisions were done through skin tissue. Laser applications were done
precisely spot by spot having cooling time intervals in between. Changes in tissue structure
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were observed by general staining method combined with special microscopy techniques.
Macroscopic and microscopic inspections were quantified, resulting in new terminology for
future studies: Closure Index, Thermally Altered Area, Granulation Area, and Epidermal
Thickness. All the mentioned inspections were performed on particular days at given period
of surgical incision healing. Progress of bonding was measured as tensile strength through
the same particular days, thus histological findings were evaluated from mechanical point
of view or vice versa.
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